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Abstract

This paper presents a ®nite element model for strain localization analysis of elastoplastic solids subjected to discontinuous

displacement ®elds based on standard Galerkin approximation. Strain enhancements via jumps in the displacement ®eld are

captured and condensed on the material level, leading to a formulation that does not require static condensation to be performed

on the element level. The mathematical formulation revolves around the dual response of a macroscopic point cut by a shear

band, which requires the satisfaction of the yield condition on the band as the same stress point unloads elastically just outside

the band. Precise conditions for the appearance of slip lines, including their initiation and evolution, are outlined for a rate-

independent, strain-softening Drucker±Prager model, and explicit analytical expressions are used to describe the orientation of the

slip line in a plane strain setting. At post-localization the stress-point integration algorithm along the band is exact and amenable

to consistent linearization. Numerical examples involving simple shearing of elastoplastic solids with deviatoric plastic ¯ow, as well

as plane strain compression of dilatant cohesive/frictional materials, are presented to demonstrate absolute objectivity with respect

to mesh re®nement and insensitivity to mesh alignment of ®nite element solutions. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights

reserved.

1. Introduction

Strain localization is a ubiquitous feature of elastoplastic materials undergoing nonhomogeneous de-
formation. The phenomenon manifests in the form of a shear band, a narrow zone of intense straining
across which some kinematical ®elds in a deforming body may be discontinuous. The formation of a shear
band in a deforming body is accompanied by a softening response usually leading to complete collapse of
the structure. Localized deformation is common in soils and rocks, materials that are susceptible to
cracking and faulting when sheared [1±4]. It is also common in a variety of metals such as those exhibiting
the so-called heat lines in the experimental work of Tresca [5].

Predictions of the formation of shear bands depend on the assumed material behavior. A classical ap-
proach consists of the bifurcation of a homogeneous solution into one involving a discontinuous defor-
mation gradient [6±8], termed `weak discontinuity' in [9]. The analysis identi®es the loss of strong ellipticity
of the governing equations of equilibrium, and signals the appearance of discontinuous solutions. Un-
fortunately, classical rate-independent plasticity models do not possess an intrinsic characteristic length
scale that allows continuation of the analysis beyond the point of bifurcation. Consequently, less standard
and usually more elaborate analysis approaches have been developed in conjunction with the weak dis-
continuity assumption to allow continuation of the solution beyond the point of bifurcation. Examples of
nonconventional numerical approaches include the use of nonlocal constitutive models [10±13] as well as
those developed from the idea of viscoplastic regularization [14,15].
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An alternative idea to the analysis of strain localization in elastoplastic solids has been advanced fairly
recently and involves the assumption of a discontinuous displacement ®eld, termed `strong discontinuity' in
[9]. The idea is equivalent to the assumption of a zero band thickness so that the constitutive model is no
longer required to provide a characteristic length scale. As pointed out in [16], this assumption has some
strong physical justi®cations for geologic materials, and was in fact central to the development of Cou-
lomb's [17] and Rankine's [18] methods for earth pressure calculation, as well as to the development of the
many bearing capacity and slope stability methods of analyses used in geotechnical applications [19±22].
Recent articles revolving around the idea of strong discontinuity for bifurcation analysis via the ®nite
element method may be found in [9,16,23±28], among others.

Within the context of ®nite element analysis, the mathematical challenge imposed by the presence of a
strongly discontinuous ®eld has been met with satisfactory results by the introduction of an arti®cial en-
hancement to the element shape functions. The general approach falls within the framework of assumed
enhanced strain methods described in [29] in which the kinematics of strong discontinuity is resolved by the
introduction of an arti®cial jump parameter into the conforming displacement ®eld, and then augmenting
the standard weak equation for balance of momentum with an auxiliary equation, which imposes weakly
the jump condition. Thus, the jump parameter becomes an artifact of the solution and is eliminated on the
element level by static condensation. This approach has been tested with good results for deviatoric
plasticity models with a constant post-localization softening modulus [9,23±25].

An extension of the enhanced strain formulation to a nonassociated Drucker±Prager plasticity model
has been presented recently in [16] and incorporates the in¯uence of dilatancy. In this work, it was shown
that the auxiliary weak equation imposing the jump condition must be constructed consistently to capture
the yield condition on the band. This results in an auxiliary weak equation that is dependent on the stress
state, which renders the static condensation technique complicated from a numerical implementation
standpoint. The technique also requires stress-point integration of the auxiliary weak equation to be per-
formed at post-localization, which could introduce additional numerical errors.

This paper presents a reformulation of the theory presented in [16], as well as those formulated based on
the assumed enhanced strain methods [9,23±28], within the setting provided by the standard Galerkin
approximation. The idea is to consider the post-localization response of a damaged element as no more
than a classical plasticity problem except that yielding is now localized to the band. Following the devel-
opment of [16], the auxiliary weak equation is now interpreted as nothing else but the consistency condition
on the band, while the jump parameter now takes the role of the consistency parameter. The advantage of
the new formulation is that the consistency parameter is now eliminated on the material level, thus ren-
dering the auxiliary weak equation redundant and completely unnecessary. For the case of simple trian-
gulation using constant strain triangle elements, the method advocated in this paper is shown to be
equivalent to that based on the assumed enhanced strain method presented in [16].

In the post-localization regime the stress-point integration used for the damaged elements is exact re-
gardless of the yield condition, as well as amenable to consistent linearization. Like the method presented in
[16], the formulation satis®es both the localization and evolution conditions, which require that the traction
vector be continuous across the band during and following localization. The method is tested for elasto-
plastic solids with deviatoric plastic ¯ow (von Mises model), as well as for dilatant cohesive/frictional
materials (nonassociated Drucker±Prager model). Numerical examples demonstrate that the ®nite element
solutions are objective with respect to mesh re®nement and insensitive to mesh alignment.

As for notations and symbols, bold-face letters denote matrices and vectors; the symbol `�' denotes an
inner product of two vectors (e.g., a � b � aibi), or a single contraction of adjacent indices of two tensors
(e.g., c � d � cijdjk); the symbol `:' denotes an inner product of two second-order tensors (e.g., c : d � cijdij),
or a double contraction of adjacent indices of tensors of rank two and higher (e.g., C : �e � Cijkl�

e
kl).

2. Framework for nonassociated plasticity with strongly discontinuous ®elds

The model problem we want to address concerns a slip surface S in a body X across which the dis-
placement ®eld u is discontinuous. The slip surface, or band, is de®ned by a unit normal vector n which
could vary from point to point on S. We assume that u varies according to the equation
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u � �u� sutHS�x�; HS�x� � 1 if x 2 X�;
0 if x 2 Xÿ;

�
�2:1�

where �u is the continuous part of u, and sut is the jump discontinuity on the surface S separating the
subdomains X� and Xÿ of X, see Fig. 1.

Additional assumptions are necessary to fully describe the kinematics of displacement jump. First, we
assume that the displacement gradients just in front of the band are the same as those immediately behind
it, although they may be separated by the delta function because of the displacement jump. For the in-
®nitesimal case, this is satis®ed by the evolution condition [16] that the continuum stresses r remain
continuous across the surface of discontinuity. Furthermore, we assume that the jump discontinuity sut is
relatively uniform in X� so that the gradientrsut may be ignored. If this is not the case, then we can always
construct a uniform jump function sut in X� by requiring the continuous component �u to take in the
nonuniform part, provided of course that sut itself is relatively uniform along S. In this case, the associated
total strain rate tensor resulting from (2.1) is the symmetric component of the displacement gradient tensor
ru, which can be written in a compact form as [9]

_� � sym�r _�u� � sym�s _ut
 ndS�; �2:2�
where dS is the Dirac delta function on the surface S. A one-dimensional representation of the variation of
u with x is shown in Fig. 2.

2.1. Constitutive model in the presence of displacement jump

Adopting the same terminologies and notations used in [9], we consider a convex elastic domain E0

de®ned by a smooth yield function G characterizing the yield condition on the band

E0 � f�r;/� 2 S � Rn j G�r;/�6 0g; �2:3�
where S is the space of symmetric rank-two tensors, and / is a stress-like vector of plastic internal variables
of dimension n characterizing the softening response of the band. Note that G is not necessarily the same as

Fig. 1. De®nition of surface of discontinuity.

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of displacement jump.
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the yield function F, which describes the yield condition for an intact continuum. In addition, we assume a
nonassociated model and consider a plastic potential function R 6� G describing the irreversible defor-
mation response of the material on the band. Although the function R is used to describe plastic yielding on
the band, the model does not in fact require an explicit form for this function, as elaborated in [16] and
reiterated further in the following discussions.

Yielding in the damaged state is described by the consistency condition [16]

_G�r;/� � oG
or

: _rÿ k �H � 0; �2:4�

where _r is the stress rate tensor which takes the form

_r � ce : � _�ÿ _�p� � ce : sym�r _�u�
�

� sym�s _ut
 ndS� ÿ k
oR
or

�
; �2:5�

where �H is the softening modulus on the band, ce the rank-four tensor of elastic moduli, and kP 0 is the
usual plastic consistency parameter. Assuming that plasticity is localized to the discontinuity, we can use
theory of distribution [30] and write k and �H in terms of the distribution functions [9,23]

k � kddS; �Hÿ1 �Hÿ1
d dS: �2:6�

Thus, (2.4) and (2.5) imply the two separate conditions

oG
or

: ce : sym�r _�u� ÿ kdHd � 0 �2:7�

for the regular part, and

oG
or

: ce : sym�s _ut
�


 n� ÿ kd
oR
or

�
� 0 �2:8�

for the singular part. Since kdHd < 0, by de®nition, then (2.7) gives oG=or : ce : sym�r _�u� < 0, thus e�ec-
tively capturing the softening response.

The assumption that plasticity is localized to the discontinuity implies that the slip rate tensor
sym�s _ut
 n� is fully plastic, and so we can write

sym�s _ut
 n� � kd
oR
or

: �2:9�

This automatically satis®es the requirement that the singular component of the consistency condition must
vanish (see (2.8)), so that the stress rate tensor _r simply becomes

_r � ce : � _�ÿ _�p� � ce : sym�r _�u�: �2:10�
Thus, _r depends solely on the regular component of the total strain rate.

It is more meaningful to express kd in terms of the magnitude _f of the slip rate vector s _ut, which is
de®ned in the sense that s _ut � _fm, where m is the unit vector in the direction of s _ut. In this case, (2.9) can be
written as

sym�m
 n� � K
oR
or

; K � kd= _f; �2:11�

which implies that the real component kd is a linear measure of _f. Thus, (2.7) can also be written in the form

oG
or

: _rÿ ~Hd
_f � 0; �2:12�

where ~Hd is an alternative softening modulus on the band [16].
The developments described above are central to the formulation presented in [16] and demonstrate the

dual nature of the response of a macroscopic point intersected by a slip surface. Eq. (2.10) describes the
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evolution of the stress rate just outside the band and re¯ects the elastic unloading that takes place in the
continuum arising from assumption (2.11), i.e., that plasticity is localized to the surface of discontinuity.
Relation (2.12) is the consistency condition on the band, which, in conjunction with (2.10) for the stress
rate, implies that the stresses on the band are the same as those just outside the band. In the following
section, we present a ®nite element model based on the standard Galerkin method that e�ectively captures
this dual response of a damaged continuum.

2.2. Finite element formulation

For simplicity, the discussions that follow will be restricted to quasi-static loading under the assumption
of in®nitesimal deformation. In this case, the ®nite element approximations are based on the standard weak
equationZ

X
sym�rg� : _r dX �

Z
X

g � _f dX�
Z

C
g � _t dC; �2:13�

where sym�rg� represents the compatible component of the total strain variation, f is the body force
vector, and t is the traction vector. For a body X intersected by a band, it can be demonstrated [23] that the
weak equation presented above is equivalent to a pointwise satisfaction of the local equilibrium equations

div� _r� � _f � 0 in X nS �2:14a�
m � _r � _t on Ct �2:14b�

and supplemented with the additional conditions

n � _rS � n � _r� � n � _rÿ; �2:14c�
where m is the outward unit normal vector to Ct, n the unit normal vector to S and pointing toward X�, and
rS, rÿ, and r� are the stresses on the band, behind the band, and in front of the band, respectively.
Condition (2.14c) simply requires that the traction vector be continuous across the band.

Now consider a localized element Xe intersected by a band. To incorporate the constraint imposed by the
presence of a discontinuous displacement ®eld, let us write the velocity vector _u in the reparameterized form

_u � _~u� s _utMS: �2:15�
Here, the jump of MS across S is sMSt � 1, with MS � 0 on the surface Sh

� of its (compact) support Xh, as
shown in Fig. 1. A comparison of (2.15) with (2.1) suggests that _~u � _�u in XÿnXh

ÿ, and _~u � _�u� s _ut in X�nXh
�,

and so ~u simply describes the total motion of the continuum including the jump discontinuity sut. In terms
of the Heaviside function HS, the jump function MS may be represented as

MS � HS ÿ f h; �2:16�
where f h is any arbitrary smooth ramp function that satis®es the requirement that f h � 0 in XÿnXh

ÿ, and
f h � 1 in X�nXh

�.
As before, we obtain the associated total strain rate tensor resulting from the reparameterized velocity

®eld (2.15) from the symmetric component of the velocity gradient tensor, which is now written as

_� � sym�r _~u� ÿ _fsym�rf h 
m� � _fsym�n
m�dS: �2:17�
In (2.17), use was made again of theory of distribution as well as of the assumption that rs _ut is negligible.

The elastic component of _� can be determined by subtracting its plastic part, which is obtained from the
¯ow rule as

_�e � sym�r _~u� ÿ _fsym�rf h 
m� � _fsym�n
m�dS ÿ kddS

oR
or

: �2:18�

Recall that the delta function appearing in the last term of (2.18) arises from the assumption that plasticity
is localized to the discontinuity and so (2.9) holds. Thus, the last two terms of (2.18) cancel, and so the rate-
constitutive equation becomes
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_r � ce : _�e � _rtr ÿ _fce : sym�rf h 
m�; �2:19�
where _rtr � ce : sym�r _~u� is the trial rate of stress.

Remark 1. Eq. (2.19) follows the format of standard continuum plasticity theory in that the stress rate is
computed as the di�erence between an elastic stress predictor evaluated from the total motion ~u and a
plastic stress corrector resulting from the jump rate _f. In the presence of displacement jumps, _fP 0 serves to
take the role of the consistency parameter of continuum plasticity theory. However, since the jump is lo-
calized to the discontinuity, the ramp function f h is introduced to ``release'' the e�ect of the concentrated
displacement jump into the neighboring continuum. Note that f h is not meant to approximate the
Heaviside function HS since an appropriate function MS can always be combined with whatever one
chooses for the function f h to obtain HS, as shown in (2.16). As we will show later in the next section, the
function f h plays an important role in developing a mesh-independent ®nite element solution to the
problem of strain localization with displacement jumps.

Let us now impose the consistency condition on the band. From (2.12), we have

w : _rÿ ~Hd
_f � 0; w � oG

or
: �2:20�

Substituting (2.19) into (2.20) and solving for the consistency parameter gives

_f � w : _rtr

w : ce : sym�rf h 
m� � ~Hd

: �2:21�

Substituting back to (2.19) gives

_r � ~cep : sym�r _~u�; �2:22�
where ~cep is an equivalent elastoplastic tangential moduli tensor which takes the form

~cep � ce ÿ ~cp; ~cp � ce : sym�rf h 
m� 
 w : ce

w : ce : sym�rf h 
m� � ~Hd

: �2:23�

We can see that the component ecp is responsible for the softening response of a localized element. For
clarity, a tilde ~��� is written over the tensors cep and cp to distinguish them from the standard tangential
moduli tensors used in continuum plasticity theory.

In order for (2.21) to be meaningful, the slip rate _f must be nonnegative. Now, since w : _rtr > 0 de®nes a
plastic process, and must be satis®ed or there will be no yielding on the band, then _f > 0 implies that

v :� w : ce : sym�rf h 
m� � ~Hd > 0: �2:24�
Eq. (2.24) thus represents a constraint imposed on the ramp function f h if the formulation is to provide a
meaningful solution. Since ~Hd < 0 in order for a bifurcated solution to be possible, then
w : ce : sym�rf h 
m� itself must be positive and must be greater than ÿ ~Hd in order for (2.24) to be
satis®ed. Eq. (2.24) can thus be used to determine the most negative value of the softening modulus ~Hd for
the solution of (2.21) to be meaningful.

The ®nite element matrix equation can be developed following standard lines. Letting Xe denote the
domain of any localized element e, the element matrix equation becomesZ

Xe
Bt ~DepB dXe _de �

Z
Xe

N t _f dXe �
Z

Ce
N t _t dCe; �2:25�

where ~Dep is the matrix counterpart of ~cep. Since the interpolation is based on the total motion ~u, the vector
de has the physical signi®cance of being the total element nodal displacement vector, and therefore includes
the e�ect of the displacement jump.
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2.3. Equivalence of standard Galerkin and assumed enhanced strain approximations

In this section we demonstrate the equivalence between the formulation presented in Section 2.2 and the
assumed enhanced strain ®nite element formulation presented in [16] for the case of piecewise constant
stress ®eld approximation. For purposes of completeness, we recall the following ®nite element approxi-
mations arising from the assumed enhanced strain method [29]:Z

Xe
sym�r�gh� : _r dXe �

Z
Xe

�gh � _f dXe �
Z

Ce
�gh � _t dCe; �2:26a�Z

Xe
~ch : _r dXe � 0 8e 2 fset of localized elementsg; �2:26b�

where sym�r�gh� represents the compatible component of the total strain variation, ~ch represents the as-
sumed enhanced component, and Xe is the domain of any localized element. Eq. (2.26a) is the usual weak
statement of balance of momentum, while (2.26b) de®nes the nature of the enhancement for the localized
elements. In order to enhance the compatible strain ®eld, the spaces of the weighting functions ~ch and
sym�r�gh� are required to have a null intersection [29].

The particular case where the displacement jump is not equal to zero requires the construction of the
weighting function ~ch for use in the weak Eq. (2.26b). This is facilited by a function of the form [16]

~ch � n
`e
S

Ae
w

�
ÿ wdS

�
; w � oG

or
; n 2 R1; �2:27�

where Ae is the area of the localized element Xe, and `e
S is the length of the discontinuity line. This weighting

function has a null intersection with sym�r�gh�, and satis®es the stability and consistency (patch test)
conditions set forth in [29] for convergence of enhanced strain methods.

Substituting (2.27) in (2.26b) and taking note that n is an arbitrary nonzero scalar function gives

`e
S

Ae

Z
Xe

w : _r dXe �
Z
Se

w : _r dSe � `e
Sw : _r; �2:28�

assuming that w : _r is constant along Se. Thus, from (2.20) we getZ
Xe

w : _r dXe ÿ
Z

Xe

~Hd
_fe dXe � 0: �2:29�

where _fe is the slip rate on the band associated with localized element e. For clarity, we recall that the
conventional procedure allows for the slip rate _fe to be piecewise constant for each localized element and
therefore is discontinuous across the element boundaries. Thus, with a suitable choice of the weighting
function for the element enhancement, we recover precisely the consistency condition on the band.

Consider now the matrix form of the boundary value problem obtained by making the substitutions

�gh ! N/e; sym�r�gh� ! B/e; w! F; sym�rf h
e 
m� ! G ; ce ! De; �2:30�

where /e 2 Rned is an arbitrary vector of nodal displacements, and ned is the number of element displacement
degrees of freedom. With a slight abuse in notation, we will use the same symbol _r to denote the stress rate
tensor and the stress rate vector.

Substituting the constitutive Eq. (2.19) in Eqs. (2.26a) and (2.26b) gives

K e
dd

_de � K e
df

_fe �
Z

Xe
N t _f dXe �

Z
Ce

N t _t dCe; �2:31a�

K e
fd

_de � Ke
ff

_fe � 0; �2:31b�
where

K e
dd �

Z
Xe

BtDeB dXe; K e
df � ÿ

Z
Xe

BtDeG dXe;
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K e
fd �

Z
Xe

F tDeB dXe; Ke
ff � ÿ

Z
Xe

F tDeG
�

� ~Hd

�
dXe: �2:32�

Since fe is discontinuous across the element boundaries, the ®nite element matrix equations may be
condensed statically to eliminate the slip rate term on the element level. The result reads

~K _de �
Z

Xe
N t _f dXe �

Z
Ce

N t _t dCe; �2:33�

where

~K � K e
dd ÿ ~Kdd ; ~Kdd � KdfKÿ1

ff K fd �2:34�
is the statically condensed element sti�ness matrix. In terms of the integrals,

~Kdd �
Z

Xe
BtDeG dXe

Z
Xe

F tDeB dXe
Z

Xe
F tDeG
��

� ~Hd

�
dXe: �2:35�

For piecewise constant stress interpolations such as those arising from the use of 2D constant strain
triangle (CST) and 3D tetrahedral elements, (2.35) simpli®es to

~Kdd �
Z

Xe
Bt ~DpB dXe; ~Dp � DeGF tDe

F tDeG � ~Hd

: �2:36�

Thus,

~K �
Z

Xe
Bt ~DepB dXe; ~Dep � De ÿ ~Dp �2:37�

and so the equivalence of the standard Galerkin equation (2.24) with the assumed enhanced strain method
presented in [16] is readily established for the case of piecewise constant stress interpolation.

Remark 2. From a constitutive modeling standpoint, it is enlightening to compare the deviatoric post-
localization model adopted by Simo and co-workers [9,23±25] with the one considered in this paper. If the
formulation of [9,23±25] were cast within the framework of the present formulation, then their post-
localization model would not be the von Mises type but instead would be given by yield and plastic
potential functions of the form

G � R � r : sym�m
 n� ÿ sY ; �2:38�
where m and n are orthogonal unit vectors determined from the bifurcation analysis, and sY is the maxi-
mum resolved shear stress on the band. Eq. (2.38) de®nes a hyperplane in 6D stress space and has a form
similar to the yield functions of crystal plasticity theory, where plastic deformations are restricted to glides
on the well-de®ned crystallographic slip planes, see e.g., [31]. The stress gradients of (2.38) are constant and
equal to

oG
or
� oR

or
� sym�m
 n�: �2:39�

Substituting (2.39) in (2.27) gives

~ch � n
`e
S

Ae
sym�m

�

 n� ÿ sym�m
 n�dS

�
; �2:40�

thus, e�ectively capturing the weighting function used in [24,25]. Also, since ~ch is constant, (2.26b) can be
replaced with the integrated equationZ

Xe
~ch : �rÿ r�� dXe � 0 8e 2 fset of localized elementsg; �2:41�
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where r� is the stress tensor at the onset of localization. In contrast, the post-localization model considered
in the present paper allows a nonassociative response, with a general damage function G (as yet unde®ned)
and a speci®c plastic potential function R given by the expression

R � r : sym�m
 n�; oR
or
� sym�m
 n�; �2:42�

where m and n now satisfy the relation m � n > 0 for dilative response. Eq. (2.42) allows Eq. (2.9) to be
captured identically by the present model. Clearly, the more robust formulation described in this paper
allows more elaborate plasticity models to be incorporated into the post-localization theory.

3. Integration algorithm

As mentioned in the previous section the constant stress ®eld considered in the standard CST ®nite
element interpolation allows static condensation to be performed on the material level, and so the solution
can be carried out using the standard Galerkin approximation. From a computational standpoint this is a
signi®cant advantage, since the static condensation technique is not as convenient to use in the nonlinear
regime as the standard Galerkin approximation, which has well-developed algorithms that can be used
neatly for nonlinear problems. The following section elaborates this point with a discussion of a stress-point
integration algorithm for post-localization analysis borrowed from the ideas of classical computational
plasticity.

3.1. General stress-point integration algorithm for post-localization analysis

The constitutive equation in rate form for a typical localized ®nite element e is given by

_r � _rtr ÿ _fece : sym�rf h
e 
m�; _rtr � ce : sym�r _~uh�: �3:1�

The ®rst term on the right-hand side, _rtr, is the trial rate of stress obtained if the slip across the element is
suppressed, while the second term represents the plastic ¯ow correction due to the displacement jump
across the element. The element dimensions and orientation enter into the continuum material response
through the term rf h

e . The element slip rate _fe takes the role of the consistency parameter, while the tensor
sym�rf h

e 
m� is analogous to the continuum plastic ¯ow correction and re¯ects the equivalent unloading
of the continuum in the neighborhood of the band as a result of the concentrated slip on the band.

The consistency condition on the band is provided by the rate equation

oG
or

: _rÿ ~Hd
_fe � 0: �3:2�

Eq. (3.2) guarantees that the stress point is yielding on the band. For a softening response on the band,
_fe > 0 and ~Hd < 0, and so �oG=or� : _r < 0, which means that the yield function G is contracting on the
band. Simultaneous satisfaction of (3.1) and (3.2) guarantees that the stresses on the band are the same as
those just outside the band.

The integration of (3.1) is straightforward and can be written in the incremental form as

rn�1 � rtr
n�1 ÿ Dfece : sym�rf h

e 
m�; rtr
n�1 � rn � ce : sym�r~uh

n�1 ÿr~uh
n�; �3:3�

where Dfe is the incremental slip across the element. Assuming that ~Hd is constant, (3.2) can also be in-
tegrated in time to obtain

�Gn�1 ÿ Gn�A ÿ ~HdDfe � 0; �3:4�
where �Gn�1 ÿ Gn�A is the incremental change in the value of the yield function G due to changes in the
stresses on the band with the plastic stress variable A of the yield function G held ®xed. Note that (3.4) is
the exact integral of (3.2).
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The integration algorithm can now be phrased as follows. Given rn, r~uh
n�1, rf h

e , and m, ®nd rn�1 such
that (3.3) and (3.4) are satis®ed. In addition to the stresses, the algorithm described above also allows the
value of the incremental slip Dfe to be determined. However, the solution must be done iteratively since the
evolution equation for the yield function G is nonlinear in stresses. Let us solve this problem by Newton's
method.

Putting (3.4) in residual form, we have

r�Dfe� � �Gn�1 ÿ Gn�A ÿ ~HdDfe: �3:5�
The problem is to determine the value of Dfe satisfying (3.3) that gives r�Dfe� � 0. Using Newton's method,
we evaluate the consistent tangent operator as

ÿr0�Dfe� � b : a� ~Hd; �3:6�
where

a � ÿ orn�1

oDfe � ce : sym�rf h
e 
m�; b � oGn�1

orn�1

: �3:7�

Note that the right-hand side of Eq. (3.6) is nothing else but the quantity v de®ned in (2.24) and evaluated
at time station tn�1. By de®nition, this quantity must be positive, otherwise the incremental slip will be
negative and the resulting solution is physically meaningless. If this requirement is satis®ed, then the al-
gorithm is well de®ned and the iteration for Dfe can proceed in a standard fashion.

The next step is to determine the algorithmic tangential moduli tensor cn�1 consistent with the lineari-
zation of the update Eq. (3.3), which takes the form

drn�1 � ce : dsym�r~uh
n�1� ÿ dfece : sym�rf h

e 
m�: �3:8�
Linearizing (3.4) gives

oGn�1

orn�1

: drn�1 � ~Hddfe: �3:9�

Substituting (3.8) in (3.9) and simplifying, we obtain the algorithmic tangential moduli as

cn�1 � orn�1

osym�r~uh
n�1�
� ce ÿ a
 ~a

b : a� ~Hd

; �3:10�

where ~a � b : ce. Interestingly, the algorithmic tangential moduli takes a form that is similar to that of the
continuum elastoplastic tangential moduli, see (2.23). This latter point is noteworthy because it suggests
that the update Eqs (3.3) and (3.4) are easily linearizable and therefore are amenable to e�cient computer
implementation.

As alluded to before, some restrictions apply to avoid numerical pathologies in Eq. (3.10). First, since ce

is positive-de®nite, then we require that b : a > 0, which means that the gradient tensor b must be su�-
ciently ``close'' to the tensor sym�rf h

e 
m�. If this is the case, then we can allow the softening parameter
~Hd to be less than zero since this is the condition of interest in the ®rst place. However, we also require that
~Hd > ÿb : a in order for (3.10) to make sense. The aforementioned requirements are the same as those

surrounding Eq. (2.24) and are discussed further below within the context of the CST ®nite element in-
terpolation.

Figs. 3 and 4 show pictorially how rf h is determined for a typical CST element crossed by a shear band.
By de®nition, traced elements belong in the subdomain Xh � Xh

ÿ [ Xh
�, as illustrated in Fig. 1, so all of their

nodes belong to either Sh
ÿ or to Sh

�. A traced triangular element always contains a one-node side and a
two-node side; clearly, if we adopt the element shape functions for f h used in [23], then rf h is always
perpendicular to the two-node side. Referring to Fig. 4, ke � �x� ÿ xA�=he is the outward unit vector to the
two-node side; hence, rf h � �ke=he, where the appropriate sign is chosen so that n � rf h > 0.

If the two-node side of a traced CST element is parallel to the shear band, then rf h � n=he and (2.24)
reduces to
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v � 1

he
w : ce : sym�n
m� � ~Hd: �3:11�

The ®rst term on the right-hand side of (3.11) is always positive for associative plasticity (post-localization
de®nition, see Remark 2) due to the positive-de®niteness of ce, and so v > 0 provided that
~Hd > ÿw : ce : sym�n
m�=he. For nonassociative plasticity, a positive value for the ®rst term on the right-

hand side of (3.11) is not guaranteed unless w is su�ciently close to sym�n
m�, such as the case for
``mildly'' nonassociated model. In this case, it is desirable to have a structured mesh in which the two-node
side of a traced CST element is aligned to the shear band.

Fig. 5 shows a comparison between a well-traced CST element and a badly-traced element. The two
elements are identical in both shape, orientation, and dimension, but the well-traced element of Fig. 5(a)
has the shear band oriented approximately parallel to the two-node side, whereas the badly traced element
of Fig. 5(b) has rf h and n oriented almost perpendicular to each other. Note that although the exact
position of the shear band within a traced element does not matter, the de®nition of which node belongs to
what side, i.e., Sh

ÿ or Sh
�, does matter, and so the shear band in Fig. 5(b) cannot be arbitrarily moved to the

left to obtain the more desirable condition shown in Fig. 5(a). This issue is elaborated further in the nu-
merical examples discussed in Section 4.

Fig. 4. Evaluation of ramp function gradient from CST element crossed by a shear band: (a) one-node side on the positive side of S

and (b) two-node side on the positive side of S.

Fig. 3. CST elements crossed by a shear band: (a) one-node side on the positive side of S and (b) two-node side on the positive side

of S.
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3.2. Specialization to nonassociated Drucker±Prager plasticity model

Let us now specialize the formulation to a nonassociated Drucker±Prager plasticity model. In this case,
the yield function on the band is described by the equation

G �
���
3

2

r
ksk �

���
3
p

bp ÿA � 0; �3:12�

where

p � 1

3
tr�r�; s � rÿ p1 �3:13�

and A is the size of the yield surface on the band which takes on the initial value

A0 �
���
3

2

r
ks�k �

���
3
p

bp�; �3:14�

where s� and p� are the respective values of s and p at the onset of localization. The frictional component of
the yield function is represented by the material parameter b, and the plastic potential function R at post-
localization is given by (2.39). The size A of the yield function is assumed to vary with the slip parameter f
through the softening modulus ~Hd.

For this nonassociated model, we have

oG
or

: _r �
���
3

2

r
s : _s

ksk �
���
3
p

b _p: �3:15�

Noting that s : ds � dksk2
=2, we get

�Gn�1 ÿ Gn�A �
���
3

2

r
�ksn�1k ÿ ksnk� �

���
3
p

b�pn�1 ÿ pn�; �3:16�

which is the exact integral of the consistency condition (2.20).
The criterion for numerical stability is (2.24), which specializes for the nonassociated Drucker±Prager

model to

v � 2l

���
3

2

r
s

ksk : sym�rf h 
m� �
���
3
p

Kb�rf h �m� � ~Hd > 0: �3:17�

If the two-node side of a traced CST element is aligned to the shear band, then rf h � n=he, and (3.17)
simpli®es to

Fig. 5. Examples of traced elements: (a) well traced and (b) badly traced.
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v � 2l
he

���
3

2

r
s

ksk : sym�n
m� �
���
3
p

K
b
he
�n �m� � ~Hd > 0: �3:18�

But n �m > 0 for dilatant behavior, and s : sym�n
m� > 0 can easily be satis®ed by appropriately choosing
the signs of n and m at the onset of localization, so here, we see again that if the two-node sides of the traced
CST elements are su�ciently aligned to the shear band, then the necessary condition that the incremental
slip be positive is guaranteed for ``mild'' values of ~Hd.

4. Numerical examples

In this section we present two numerical examples, the ®rst involving simple shearing of elastoplastic
solids with deviatoric plastic ¯ow, and the second involving plane strain compression of dilatant cohesive/
frictional materials, to demonstrate objectivity with respect to mesh re®nement and insensitivity to mesh
alignment of ®nite element solutions employing the proposed Galerkin formulation. In order for the
comparison of the solutions to be meaningful, it is necessary that the standard ®nite element solutions
provided by the di�erent meshes prior to localization be the same, otherwise the onset of localization will be
a function of the accuracy of the ®nite element meshes and an objective comparison of the di�erent so-
lutions could be di�cult.

The procedure followed in the analyses goes as follows. First, di�erent meshes are constructed for a
structure deforming homogeneously. This guarantees that all the elements will localize at the same time,
which in turn implies that the initiation of the bifurcated response will take place at the same stress state
regardless of the mesh. No weak elements were introduced, and no speci®c band tracing algorithm was
employed other than the fact that all the elements on a potential shear band were assumed to localize si-
multaneously. Since the structure is initially deforming homogeneously, there is theoretically an in®nite
number of potential shear bands that could form, and one of them is chosen a priori with the requirement
that the band is able to develop completely by not making it pass through a constrained boundary of the
structure. The ultimate goal of the analyses is to show that the bifurcated responses exhibited by the various
®nite element solutions are not only the same but are numerically identical to machine precision, regardless
of the mesh. Details of the solutions are given in the individual examples that follow.

4.1. Simple shearing on elastoplastic solid with deviatoric plastic ¯ow

The structure consists of a rectangular solid 5 m long and 1 m tall, and deforming in plane strain as
depicted in Fig. 6. Three ®nite element meshes are constructed for this problem: two are regular/structured
with di�erent degrees of re®nement, and a third is an irregular mesh in which none of the element sides is
oriented parallel to the potential shear band. The base of the structure is pinned to ®xed supports, while the
top of the structure is pinned to supports that move uniformly rightward in the horizontal direction.
Horizontal roller supports are provided on the left and right vertical sides of the meshes to avoid end e�ects
and thus guarantee homogeneous deformation prior to localization. Prior to localization, the material
is assumed to obey the von Mises yield criterion with associative ¯ow rule, with Young's modulus E�
26,000 kPa; Poisson's ratio m � 0:30; and yield stress in simple shear sY � 20 kPa. Since the elastic shear
modulus is l� 10,000 kPa, the engineering shear strain at initial yield can be computed as cY � sY =l �
0:002, which implies that the solid will yield when the upper boundary has moved by a horizontal distance
of d � 0:002 m.

For von Mises yield criterion with associative ¯ow rule the localization condition for plane strain de-
formation is s3 � 0, where s3 is the normal o�-plane component of the deviatoric stress tensor s [16,32]. For
the case of simple shearing the condition s3 � 0 is identically satis®ed right at initial yielding; hence, a
bifurcated response is possible right at the onset of yielding. Two potential types of shear band have been
identi®ed: a horizontal shear band with n � �0; 1; 0�, and a vertical shear band in which n � �1; 0; 0�. The
former orientation is chosen from the criterion thatru : �m
 n� be maximum, where u is the instantaneous
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displacement ®eld of the continuum at the onset of localization [16]. The eigenvector resulting from the
singular solution yields m � �1; 0; 0�, which gives m � n � 0.

The deformed meshes are shown in Fig. 7. All localized elements, including the irregular ones, satisfy the
criterion for nonnegative slip, (2.24), which resulted in the solutions progressing successfully to completion.
As demonstrated in Fig. 7, the shear bands (represented by dashed lines) are resolved sharply across the
traced elements (shaded gray). The shear force±shear displacement curves are plotted in Fig. 8 for the cases
~Hd � ÿ5,000 kPa and ~Hd � ÿ2,600 kPa. In both the cases, the post-localization solutions provided by all

the meshes are numerically identical to machine precision.

Fig. 7. Deformed meshes for plane strain shear test: shaded regions denote localized elements (displacement magnification � 50).

Fig. 6. Plane strain shear test on von Mises material with deviatoric ¯ow: ®nite element meshes.
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4.2. Plane strain compression of dilatant cohesive/frictional material

The structure consists of a rectangular medium 1 m wide and 3 m tall and deforming in plane strain, as
shown in Fig. 9. Three meshes were considered initially for the analysis: a 150-element regular/unstructured
mesh, an 81-element irregular mesh, and a 900-element regular/structured mesh in which the element sides
are aligned to the shear band. Both the top and base of the specimen are supported on horizontal rollers,
but the vertical motion at the base is restricted to zero while the motion at the top is prescribed to produce
vertical compression.

The material response is modeled by a nonassociated elastoplastic Drucker±Prager yield criterion with
E � 20; 000 kPa, m � 0:40, b � 0:495, b � 0:300, and a0 � 17:143 kPa (see [16] for the physical meanings of
these model parameters). The last three parameters are equivalent to having an initial cohesion of c �
20 kPa, a friction angle of / � 30°, and a dilatancy angle of w � 16:53°. The hardening modulus prior to
localization is taken as H 0 � 100 kPa. For plane strain compression in which the exposed vertical sides on

Fig. 8. Force±displacement relation for plane strain shear test with localization mode and deviatoric plastic ¯ow.

Fig. 9. Plane strain compression of nonassociated Drucker±Prager material with localization mode. Dashed lines denote potential

shear band traced through shaded elements: (a) regular/unstructured grid; (b) irregular grid and (c) ®ne/structured grid.
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the plane of deformation are free of traction, the localization condition is given in [16,32] and occurs when
the vertical stress is rv � ÿ74:9 kPa and the normal o�-plane stress is r3 � ÿ45:7 kPa.

The continuum solution prior to localization results in a symmetric displacement gradient ru that does
not allow the determination of a unique shear band orientation from two possible orientations. By choice,
one of the two orientations is considered in Fig. 9. By the procedure described in [16,32], the shear band
orientation is determined to be equal to 56:44° relative to the horizontal axis. Note that this orientation is
closer to 45°� �/� w�=4 � 56:63°, as suggested in [33], than to either 45°� /=2 � 60° or to
45°� w=2 � 53:26°, and demonstrates the in¯uence of both the friction angle / and dilatancy angle w on
the ®nal orientation of the shear band [34,35]. From the eigenvalue analysis we obtain the corresponding
eigenvector m, from which we compute m � n � 0:321, or w� � sinÿ1�0:321� � 18:7°, where w� is the angle
that m makes with respect to the shear band at onset of localization [16]. The angle w� at the point of
localization is slightly higher than the continuum dilatancy angle w but is lower than the friction angle /.
For clarity, the angle w� is assumed constant throughout the post-localization analysis.

Having de®ned the shear band, numerical analyses were then carried out beyond the point of bifurcation
using the proposed ®nite element procedure. Fig. 10 shows the deformed meshes demonstrating sharp
resolution of the discontinuity. Observe the marked dilatancy within the localized elements (shaded gray)
exhibited by the ®nite element solutions. Again, the modes of deformation are practically identical in all the
three cases, and all the solutions progressed to completion in four iterations or less per load step.

The fact that the solutions have progressed to completion indicates that no element has been traced
poorly in any of the three cases, not even in the regular/unstructured grid of Figs. 9(a) and 10(a) where the
localized elements have been traced in a ladder-like manner to accommodate a steeper shear band orien-
tation. This point is further corroborated pictorially in Fig. 11 which shows three-dimensional perspective
views of the ramp function f h suggesting how the gradient rf h might have a�ected the numerical condi-
tioning of the post-localization solutions. The ideal condition would be to have the structured mesh of Fig.
11(c) where rf h crosses the shear band at right angles; however, even the unstructured and regular meshes
of Figs. 11(a) and (b) have been accommodated very well by the model, resulting in identical localized
modes (Fig. 10) which literally can be placed one on top of the other.

As an example of how the numerical conditioning of the problem can corrupt the stability of the nu-
merical solution, we consider a mesh with diamond pattern shown in Fig. 12. Here, the shear band traces
four elements poorly, two in the middle of the mesh and two on the sides, represented by sad faces in
Fig. 12(a). All the four elements violated the nonnegative slip criterion at the onset of localization,

Fig. 10. Deformed meshes for plane strain compression example: (a) regular/unstructured grid; (b) irregular grid and (c) ®ne /struc-

tured grid (displacement magnification � 4).
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Eq. (2.24), resulting in the solutions failing to continue beyond the point of localization. Fig. 12(b) shows
how the problem has been eliminated by a simple adjustment of the coordinates of the nodes de®ning the
problem elements. The idea is to reduce the angle between rf h and n by adjusting the coordinates of the
two-node sides of the problem triangles. Using the modi®ed grid of Fig. 12(b), the solution has been carried
out to completion resulting in the deformed mesh shown in Fig. 12(c).

To further elaborate the idea of circumventing the problem associated with badly traced elements, Fig. 13
compares the ramp functions f h for the original and modi®ed meshes of Figs. 12(a) and (b), respectively.
The ramp function for the original mesh is so badly distorted that a sharp resolution of the shear band is
inhibited, thus preventing the solution to ®nish successfully. However, by slightly adjusting the nodal
coordinates, the distortion in the ramp function has been reduced to such an extent that the problem of
numerical ill-conditioning is completely eliminated, as shown in Fig. 13(b). Again, it must be noted that the
ramp function f h is not meant to approximate the Heaviside function HS since (2.16) shows that MS,
combined with the function f h, always results in the exact jump function HS.

Fig. 14 shows the force±displacement relations for the plane strain compression problem using three
di�erent values of the softening modulus ~Hd:ÿ1; 000, ÿ500, and ÿ300 kPa. As in Example 4.1, all of the
meshes of Fig. 9, as well as the modi®ed mesh of Fig. 12(b), yield numerically identical force±displacement

Fig. 11. Ramp functions for plane strain compression example: (a) regular/unstructured grid; (b) irregular grid and (c) ®ne/structured

grid.
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relations to machine precision. Observe that the exact integration of the stresses at post-localization results
in force±displacement curves that taper vertically with degree of softening, i.e. the post-localization curves
are not straight lines even if ~Hd is constant. This is because the direction of the gradient tensor w � oG=or

in (2.21) varies with the degree of softening for the plane strain compression problem (mainly induced by
the normal o�-plane stress component due to Poisson's ratio e�ect), unlike in the simple shear problem of
Example 4.1, where the direction of w is constant, and hence, the post-localization relation is a simple
straight line (see Fig. 8).

Fig. 12. Finite element mesh with diamond pattern for plane strain compression example: (a) original grid; (b) modi®ed grid and (c)

deformed mesh.

Fig. 13. Ramp functions for mesh with diamond pattern: (a) original grid and (b) modi®ed grid.
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Finally, Fig. 15 shows the accumulated slip-vertical displacement relation for the plane strain com-
pression example. Again, the displacement jumps are uniform across the traced elements, and their values
are exact to machine precision regardless of the mesh. Like Fig. 14, the relationship between the accu-
mulated slip magnitude f and the vertical displacement d at the top boundary is not a straight line, but this
time the curves slightly taper upwards. For clarity, we recall that the total displacement jump vector across
S is sut � fm, with f representing the magnitude of this jump. Since m and n are assumed constant at post-
localization from their values at the onset of localization, the tangential component of the jump can be
readily evaluated as f cos w�, while the normal component is f sin w�, where w� � sinÿ1�m � n�.

Remark 3. Why the standard Galerkin approximation works. Apart from the established equivalence with
the assumed enhanced strain method discussed in Section 2.3, the Galerkin approximation advocated in
this paper works because the material subroutine uses a consistent vector quantity rf h to extract infor-
mation on the orientation and dimension of the localized elements. From the point of view of the material

Fig. 14. Force±displacement relation for plane strain compression test on Drucker±Prager material with localization mode and

nonassociated plastic ¯ow.

Fig. 15. Slip magnitude±displacement relation for plane strain compression test on Drucker±Prager material with localization mode

and nonassociated plastic ¯ow.
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routine, this is all the information it needs to provide an objective, mesh-independent solution to the
problem of localization of deformation arising from jumps in the displacement ®eld. The fact that the post-
localization solution can be carried out in a standard Galerkin approach is a signi®cant simpli®cation
since it allows practically all the attributes of robust plasticity algorithms to be carried over to the post-
localization regime with very little modi®cation.

5. Summary and conclusion

A ®nite element model for strain localization analysis of elastoplastic solids subjected to discontinuous
displacement ®elds has been presented. The formulation is based on standard Galerkin approximation
revolving around the dual response of a macroscopic point crossed by a shear band, which requires the
satisfaction of the yield condition on the band as the same stress point unloads elastically just outside the
band. Strain enhancements via jumps in the displacement ®eld are captured and condensed on the material
level, leading to a formulation that does not require static condensation to be performed on the element
level. The post-localization stress-point integration algorithm is exact and amenable to consistent lineari-
zation. Numerical examples involving simple shearing of elastoplastic solids with deviatoric plastic ¯ow and
plane strain compression of dilatant cohesive/frictional materials demonstrate objectivity of the model with
respect to mesh re®nement and insensitivity of the ®nite element solutions to mesh alignment. Possible
numerical ill-conditioning due to badly-traced elements has been discussed, as well as simple ways to cir-
cumvent and even completely eliminate this problem.
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